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Abstract---Voltage stability in distribution line plays a vital 

role in Power System area. This paper investigates the 

voltage stability Enhancement using STATCOM and UPFC 

under different loading condition. The FACTS devices 

improve the reactive power handling capacity of the system. 

In this paper, the effects of FACTS controller on voltage 

stability improvement have been studied. Continuation 

Power Flow (CPF) analysis is done using Power System 

Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) software. Based on a voltage-

sourced converter (VSC), the STATCOM regulates system 

voltage by absorbing or generating reactive power. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern era the applications of the power electronics 

devices in power systems are very much augmented. The 

FACTS devices are introduced in the power system for the 

reduction of the distribution line losses and to increase the 

transfer capability. STATCOM is VSC based controller to 

regulate the voltage by varying the reactive power in a 

distribution line [6]. 

A number of methods for voltage stability analysis 

have been given such as P-V curves, Q-V curves, and Modal 

analysis etc. There are number of indices such as Voltage 

Collapse Proximity Indicator (VCPI), Line stability Index 

Lmn),Fast Voltage Stability Index (FVSI),Minimum Eigen 

Values of load flow Jacobian Matrix. P-V curve is 

applicable to evaluate voltage stability of power system for 

various loading condition and contingencies. 

FACTS controller are used to enhance Power 

System Performance. These controllers can reduce electrical 

distances, and absorb or generate reactive power. FACTS 

controllers provide fast and reliable control over system 

parameters, i.e Voltage magnitude, phase angle and line 

impedance. Unified Power Flow Control (UPFC) play 

important role in improving voltage stability compared to 

Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM). 

II. CONTINUATION POWER FLOW 

The Conventional Power Flow has a problem in the 

Jacobian matrix which becomes singular at the voltage 

stability limit. This limit can be overcome by using 

continuation power flow [1].Figure 1. Shows the predictor 

and corrector scheme used in the CPF. 

 
Fig. 1: Predictor-corrector scheme of CPF 

 From the Newton –Raphson, load flow equation can be A.

written as: 
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 The new load flow equations consists of load factor (λ) B.

are expressed as: 

                       (            )  

                         

PLi0,QLi0: Load at initial point(base case) 

PLi, QLi: Load at any other point on the trajectory 

KLi: Load Participation factor 

To solve the problem, the continuation algorithm 

starts from a known base solution and uses a predictor –

corrector scheme to find subsequent solutions at different 

load levels. 

III. MODELLING OF STATCOM 

STATCOM is a self-commuted switching power converter 

supplied from appropriate electric energy source and 

operated to produce a set of adjustable multiphase voltage, 

which may be coupled to an AC power system the purpose 

of exchanging independently controllable real and reactive 

power. Figure 2. Shows the schematic diagram of 

STATCOM. 

The STATCOM is a solid state based power 

converter operating as shunt connected device. In ideal 

steady state analysis, it can be assumed that the active power 

exchange between the ac system and the STATCOM can be 

neglected and only reactive power can be exchanged 

between them. STATCOM is usually used to control 

transmission voltage by reactive power compensation [2]. 

Based on the operating principle of the STATCOM, the 

equivalent circuit can be derived which is given in figure 3. 

The amount of reactive power can be given as 

Q = Vs (Vs-Vstatcom) / X 

Where, 

Vs: Magnitude of system voltageVstatcom: 

Magnitude of STATCOM output voltageX: Equivalent 

impedance between STATCOM and the system 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic Diagram of STATCOM 
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Fig. 3: Equivalent Circuit of STATCOM 

IV. MODELLING OF UPFC 

The UPFC consists of two switching converters operated 

from a common DC link. Series converter injects an AC 

voltage with controllable magnitude and phase angle in 

series with the transmission line. Shunt converter injects or 

absorbs an independently controllable reactive power to the 

bus. It also supplies or absorbs the active power demanded 

by series converter through common DC link. UPFC 

schematic diagram is shown in figure 4. The equivalent 

circuit is shown in figure 5. 

 
Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of UPFC 

 The output voltage of the series converter is added 

to the nodal voltage at bus k to increase the nodal voltage at 

bus m. The voltage magnitude of the output voltage VcR 

provides voltage regulation, and the phase angle δcR 

determines the mode of the power flow control. In addition 

to providing a supporting role in the active power exchange 

that takes place between the series converter and the AC 

system, the shunt converter generate or absorb reactive 

power in order to provide independent voltage magnitude 

regulation at its point of connection with the AC system. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Equivalent circuit of UPFC  

V. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

IEEE 14 bus system has been modelled using PSAT 

software is shown in Figure 6. 

 Simulation is done using PSAT software and 

results are compared with MAYLAB M-file outputs. In this 

simulation, the weakest bus is find using P-V curve analysis. 

Bus 14 is weakest bus in IEEE 14 bus system as shown in 

Figure 7. 

 UPFC gives better result compared to STATCOM 

and SVC. The UPFC is connected between Bus 14 and Bus 

9. The STATCOM is also connected at Bus 14. 

 
Fig. 6: Modelling of IEEE 14 bus 
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Fig. 7:  P-V curve for Base case  

 Table 1 shows the voltage at different Bus with 

STATCOM, UPFC and without FACTS devices. 

Bus V V stat V upfc 

Bus 01 1.06 1.06 1.06 

Bus 02 1.04284 1.04425 1.04431 

Bus 03 1.01 1.01 1.01 

Bus 04 1.0072 1.01175 1.01187 

Bus 05 1.01162 1.01538 1.01564 

Bus 06 1.06423 1.07 1.07 

Bus 07 1.04152 1.05407 1.05449 

Bus 08 1.08064 1.09 1.09 

Bus 09 1.02451 1.04321 1.04413 

Bus 10 1.02352 1.04006 1.04075 

Bus 11 1.03985 1.05114 1.05141 

Bus 12 1.04667 1.05744 1.05735 

Bus 13 1.03981 1.05487 1.05532 

Bus 14 1.01184 1.05824 1.05917 

Table. 1: Voltage of different Buses 

 Table 2 shows the phase angle with STATCOM, 

UPFC and without FACTS devices. Table 3 shows real and 

reactive power flows and losses of the system. 

 For IEEE 14 bus system with the help of 

STATCOM, the voltage is increased at bus 14, real power 

loss is reduced from 0.1524 p.u. to 0.1512 p.u.. Reactive 

power loss is reduced from 0.3407p.u. to 0.3329 p.u. 

For IEEE 14 bus system with the help of UPFC, the voltage 

is increased at Bus 14, real power loss is reduced from 

0.1524 p.u. to 0.1480 p.u., Reactive power loss is reduced 

from 0.3407 p.u. to 0.3279 p.u. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Static voltage stability analysis of IEEE 14 BUS System is 

done. Continuation Power Flow (CPF) technique is used to 

identify weakest bus in the system. The UPFC FACTS 

device is employed and voltage profile of the system is 

enhanced. The losses are reduced using UPFC compared to 

STATCOM and SVC. The reactive power is provided by 

UPFC. Further research will be focused on dynamic voltage 

stability analysis and optimal location of FACTS devices 

using AI techniques.  

  Angle  Angle Angle 

   without  with  With 

Bus  FACTS STATCOM  UPFC  

Bus 01 0 0 0 

Bus 02 -0.09261 -0.09281 -0.09276 

Bus 03 -0.23682 -0.23608 -0.23605 

Bus 04 -0.18871 -0.18958 -0.18966 

Bus 05 -0.16147 -0.1619 -0.16147 

Bus 06 -0.2665 -0.26392 -0.25984 

Bus 07 -0.24438 -0.2454 -0.24709 

Bus 08 -0.24438 -0.2454 -0.24709 

Bus 09 -0.27381 -0.27451 -0.27702 

Bus 10 -0.27776 -0.27785 -0.27919 

Bus 11 -0.27431 -0.27317 -0.27184 

Bus 12 -0.28227 -0.2806 -0.27495 

Bus 13 -0.28297 -0.28423 -0.27699 

Bus 14 -0.29691 -0.30988 -0.29198 

Table. 2: Phase angle of Different Buses 

 Without With With 

Total Generation Facts Statcom Upfc 

REAL POWER [P.U.] 2.871859 2.870798 2.867445 

REACTIVE POWER [P.U.] 1.203446 1.195559 1.190574 

Total Losses 
   

REAL POWER [P.U.] 0.152359 0.151298 0.147945 

REACTIVE POWER [P.U.] 0.340746 0.332859 0.327874 

Table. 3: Real and Reactive power losses of the system 
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